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This collection is packed with word search puzzles of all challenge levels and makes an ideal gift or

stocking stuffer for any fan of puzzles and brain games.
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My sister-in-law's mother is in her late 80's and a word search "addict." I read the reviews on this

and heard many comments about the spiral binding being a big plus, so I bought one for her. She

loves it! The reviewers were right. Not only are there many types of wordsearches, but it is easier to

hold and work than most puzzle books traditionally bound. Yes, I will be buying more.

I like the spiral bound aspect of this item. It lays flat and is easy to use. It also fits neatly in my purse

and is handy to have in the doctor's waiting room. The puzzles are challenging and the topics

interesting. Definitely would recommend.

I'm having fun with this little word search book...........the relax factor I receive from doing the

searches causes me to give this book 2 thumbs up. Easy to throw in your pocketbook for a doctor or

dentist visit, waiting at other appointments or just for lounging at home.

I purchased this book for my mother. The print size is perfect, not to little or to big. The spiral binding



and the size make it very easy for her to handle.

Perfect for all the word search lovers out there. Endless amount of searches in this book. I am

excited about having it and cant wait to get started

I like many things about this volume. It is a good size, the spiral binding is helpful, the print is dark

and large enough for older eyes, the paper quality is good. I'm only in about 25 searches, so don't

know if they will grow more challenging, but so far I am finding them not as interesting as those in

another puzzle collection book. That was my first experience with doing many word searches. Each

puzzle had several categories of words, with only the first word in a category given, and thereafter

you had to discover them on your own, and check off your progress in boxes provided for each

category. However, that book was thick, cumbersome, smaller, fainter print, on newsprint paper. So

even though I found the puzzles more interesting, the rest of the experience was not nearly as nice

as this little volume. I'm wishing to find something that combines the virtues of both. I am 74,

post-cataract surgeries, with some disabilities, so use my review with that in mind.

This was a gift for a patient under hospice care. She especially loved the range of puzzles and the

spiral binding, which makes it very easy for her to handle in bed. I also provided her with a

highlighter pen, which she found easier to use than a pen or pencil.

With 300 word-search puzzles the topics cover a broad range of subjects with average to difficult

subjects. These puzzles keep observation skills in check while new words challenge me to learn

their definitions. And the spiral binding in ideal for doing a few puzzles in bed.
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